In this paper we examine user queries with respect to diversity: providing a mix of results across different interpretations. Using two query log analysis techniques (click entropy and reformulated queries), 14.9 million queries from the Microsoft Live Search log were analysed. We found that a broad range of query types may benefit from diversification. Additionally, although there is a correlation between word ambiguity and the need for diversity, the range of results users may wish to see for an ambiguous query stretches well beyond traditional notions of word sense.
INTRODUCTION
A system retrieving a spread of results for a user need or one that retrieves results across the interpretations of a query is said to be a system that promotes a diverse ranking. Offering diversity in search results can range from providing multiple distinct interpretations for ambiguous queries [1] , to representing subtopics within search results for queries with broad thematic scope [2] . In this paper we analyse query diversity based on testing two different (but complementary) approaches: click entropy [3] and query reformulations [4] . In this paper we examine queries from a real search log (Section 2) using multiple approaches to detecting diversity (Section 3). We report results for each approach and analyse query ambiguity (Section 4) before summarising (Section 5).
DATASET
The dataset used in this study was the Microsoft Live Search (MS) 2006 query log excerpt released as part of the Workshop on Web Search Click Data (http://research.microsoft.com/enus/um/people/nickcr/wscd09/). It was composed of 14.9 million entries gathered over one month in 2006. The number of unique queries within the log was 6.62 million (from 5.43 million sessions). The logs contain a session ID, query text, date/time; if a URL in the search results was clicked, URL and rank were also recorded.
DETECTING DIVERSITY
To investigate query diversity in the dataset, two techniques were used that potentially identify different forms of query diversity. Click entropy measures the spread of search results that a user (defined by anonymised code in the log) clicks on (higher scores reflect that users click on many results). Its use within our study was inspired by past work showing this measure to reflect novelty or diversity within ranked lists [3] . Only queries with 50 or more repetitions measured across at least 2 different sessions and with a total number of clicks greater than 5 were used. This left a set of 14,909 unique queries, which were found 4,181,582 times in the log. The presence of a query in a log followed quickly by a reformulation of the query suggests a failure in the search engine to cover user's interests in the initial search results. Researchers such as Radlinski and Dumais [4] showed that the more queryquery reformulations executed, the higher the diversity. Therefore, this form of query pattern was extracted from the log. Reformulated queries were defined as queries found in the search logs where a user submitted at least two queries within a minute of each other that had at least one word in common.
RESULTS
Within the set of 14,909 unique queries, the level of click entropy was measured. It was found that queries with a 'high' click entropy value (>3) were almost entirely composed of information seeking queries; queries with a 'low' click entropy (≤3) were mainly navigational queries. Names of organizations, URLs (or URL fragments) were found to account for >95% of the low entropy queries (see Table 1 ). The queries with high diversity represented 18% of queries, and those with low diversity constituted 80.2% of the examined set; 1.8% of the set had an entropy of zero. To explore ambiguity within the 14,909 commonly repeated queries of the MS search log, a list of all ambiguous terms (words and phrases) in WordNet and Wikipedia was generated, along with a list of the number of senses for each term. For Wikipedia, the disambiguation pages were used as a source for ambiguous terms (see [5] WordNet; r=0.07 for Wikipedia). On the basis of these results, it would appear that the sense counts in these sources are of little value in predicting the level of click entropy and consequently diversity. Furthermore, popularly-cited ambiguous queries such Jaguar [6] , Java [7] and bank [8] had low click entropies (2.73, 3.73 and 1.68 respectively) indicating users were not typically clicking on a wide range of results for these queries. To examine this further, the Wikipedia article describing each of the 1,202 terms with a dominant sense was downloaded and size of article (in words) computed. Using Pearson's correlation coefficient we found a significant correlation between the size of the article and click entropy for the term (r=0.23; p<0.05). Whilst not strong, there appears a positive correlation between the size of the article and users' preference for selecting a diverse set of results. Assuming that the size of a Wikipedia article is indicative of the breadth of the topic, the broader the topic, the greater the diversity observed in user click behaviour.
Entropy
For the reformulation queries, it was found that 17% of all queries were part of some kind of reformulation with 7% being the initial queries (pre-formulated queries) and 10% the reformulations.
(There were more reformulations as queries could be successively reformulated.) The distribution of reformulations was computed, showing that 76.25% of the queries were reformulated only once, 15.98% twice and 4.70% three times.
Finally, we combined estimates from the click entropy and reformulation analysis (Table 2) , thresholding the number of times queries were repeated in the logs. Results showed between 9.5% and 16.2% of queries submitted to MS Live Search could benefit from having diversity applied. It is also noticeable that a relatively small overlap between the queries identified through the two approaches exists. This confirms the need for further exploration into multiple approaches to analyse query diversity. Table 2 : Lower bound estimates of number of queries that might benefit from diverse search output.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discusses an analysis of query diversity based on two different approaches: click entropy and reformulated queries. Each approach was used with the intent of investigating diversity in the 14.9 million query Microsoft Live Search log. The analysis showed that at least 9.5%-16.2% of queries could benefit from diversification. Although there has been research focusing on promoting diversity for person names (e.g. WEPS) and spatial proximity, there has been less focus on other types of query. Ambiguity, as defined in thesauri or large community-built resources like Wikipedia, does not appear to have a strong correlation with the forms of diverse queries observed in the query logs (although there is some indication that the length of a Wikipedia article is correlated with query result diversity). More work needs to be carried out to establish the implications of diverse results with interfaces, end users and their information seeking needs and behaviours.
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